Abstract-Based on a Chain Scattering Description and the Hilbert Huang Transform, this paper proposes a new measurement for monitoring dynamic changes of mechanical impedance without applying conventionally mechanical sensors. The proposed method is applied to the bone drilling system to detect the moment of bone breakthrough. The single frequency mechanical impedance of bone can be computed from the electrical signal of a DC motor in accordance with the proposed method. The experimental results demonstrate that the moment of bone breakthrough can accurately be detected by monitoring changes of mechanical impedance.
INTRODUCTION
Bone drilling is frequently performed in medical surgery, such as nail insertions for tooth implantation, orthopedic surgery, neurosurgery, maxillofacial surgery, osteosynthesis, etc. During a bone drilling procedure, a hole through the bone is created by the surgeon with a drilling machine. The surgeon determines the moment of bone breakage from his or her experience. However, bones in the human body are surrounded by blood vessels and nerves. Even the slightest deviation can damage these tissues and threaten the life of patients. Therefore, many studies have been devoted to the techniques of automatically detecting the moment of bone breakthrough since 1996 [1] - [4] . Allotta et al. [1] proposed a theoretical model for estimating penetration force during bone-drilling. Then, an upper limit threshold to the first derivative of the penetration force could be set according to the theoretical model, which was applied to detecting the moment of bone breakthrough. Ong and Bouazza-Marouf [2] proposed a different breakthrough detection technique. This technique converted the profiles of drilling force differences between successive samples and/or the drill bit rotational speed into easily recognizable and more consistent profiles by using a modified Kalman filter, which allows a robust and repeatable detection of breakthrough. The established breakthrough detection methodologies in most of the literature were based on the penetration force from the load cell, which suffers from sensor noise. Moreover, given the diversity of human bone density and thickness, a thrust-force signal will have many spurious pulse noises during the drilling process. Therefore, Colla and Allotta [3] presented an alternative breakthrough detection method based on wavelets. They detected bone breakthrough based on wavelet analysis of the thrust force signal. Besides, Lee et al. [4] realized an automatic bone drilling machine that can automatically stop by analyzing the thrust force, drilling torque, and feed rate velocity signals once the system breaks through bone.
Previous studies use the information of load cells or torque sensors mounted on the bone drilling machine. Unfortunately, there is usually an installation issue in the load cell and torque sensor. Moreover, a breakthrough detection technique based on a force/torque signal without using velocity information might easily lead to improper monitoring decisions due to that the bone has an inhomogeneous organic nature of variable impedance. In this paper, through the Chain Scattering Description (CSD) [5] with Hilbert Huang Transform (HHT) technology [6] , the equivalent mechanical impedance of bone is detected by measuring the electrical signal in the bone drilling machine, which means the electromechanical actuator is designed to serve as a sensor in order to avoid the installation issues associated with the force sensor. In accordance with monitoring the equivalent mechanical impedance, the evaluation and determination mechanism of breakthrough detection is established, which has the advantage of considering force and velocity information simultaneously to avoid improper monitoring decisions. The experimental bone drilling system is shown in Figure  1 . The servo feed system is a linear motor (Copley Controls Corp. TB2504), which is driven by a velocity-mode driver. The bone drilling system consists of a drill bit and a DC drilling motor. Further, a PID speed controller was designed in a DC drilling motor [7] to effectively strengthen the rigidity and expel the heat to avoid tissue damage caused by high temperatures [8] as shown in Figure 2 . Given the parameters of the DC servomotor shown in Table I 
II. EXPERIMENTAL BONE DRILLING SYSTEM

III. PROPOSED BREAKTHROUGH DETECTION METHOD
A. Chain Scattering Description
The CSD of a two-port network originated from the conventional electrical circuit theory [5] . The CSD developed in a network circuit provides a straightforward interconnection in a cascaded way. Thus, many known results that have been developed for a two-port network can then be used in control system analysis and synthesis. Due to its benefits of describing a linear system, the CSD was extended to analyze the characteristics of the proposed bone drilling system.
The bone drilling system applied in this paper is driven by a DC drilling motor. Consider the block diagram of a DC motor shown in Figure 3 , where Z m denotes the equivalent mechanical impedance of loading.
Let V (voltage reference) and T L (load) be input variables, and I (motor current) and L (motor angular velocity) be the outputs. A (2x2) LFT (linear fractional transformation) representation [5] of Figure 3 is depicted in Figure 4 , as 11 12
Through the reconstruction of the relationship between input and output in LFT form, the CSD of Figure 5 with the "input" variables T L , and the "outputs" I, V, can be derived from (1) 
where G is a so-called transduction matrix [9] . Thus, for any equivalent mechanical impedance of loading Z m (s), the equivalent electrical impedance of the motor, denoted by Z e (s), is given by
Reversely, if the electrical impedance Z e (s) is measured via V and I at the input-port of Figure 5 , then the equivalent impedance of mechanical loading at the output-port can be found as (2) [10] . In fact, (2) can be realized under a single frequency condition in practical application [9] , [11] . For instance, under the condition of 10Hz, i.e. s=jω=j10, the transduction matrix of (2) 
Then, the 10Hz equivalent mechanical impedance of the load can be derived by (4) and (5) for the evaluation and determination of breakthrough. In the next subsection, the signal processing method, HHT, is adopted to evaluate the required characteristic component of the measured electrical signal for detecting the breakthrough of bone.
B. Signal Processing
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) has been widely utilized in many signal processing applications; however, FFT is not capable of analyzing non-stationary signals, which might lead to inaccurate results, such as side lope and harmonics [12] . Hence, the HHT, an advanced timefrequency signal processing technique that is capable of analyzing non-stationary signals, real-time measurement and preservation of the characteristics of the varying frequency, is applied to analyze the measured electrical signal during the bone drilling process.
Given a tested signal x(t), the EMD (Empirical mode decomposition) [6] , a self-adaptive decomposition process for non-stationary and nonlinear signals can be described as
where N denotes IMF (Intrinsic mode functions) [6] modes and r(t) the residue. The IMFs are simple oscillatory functions with varying amplitudes and frequencies, which are defined to satisfy the following conditions [6] :
The number of extrema and the number of zerocrossing must either be equal or differ at most by one. At any point, the mean value of the two envelopes defined by the local maxima and local minima is zero. In practice, the procedure of EMD is as follows: firstly, identify all the local maxima (minima) and obtain the upper (lower) envelope by connecting all the local maxima (minima) with a cubic spline; secondly, obtain the candidate IMF by subtracting the data from the local mean of the two envelopes; finally, check if the candidate IMF satisfies the definition of IMF; if not, repeat Steps 1 and 2 until the candidate IMF satisfies the definition of IMF.
A major drawback of the EMD is frequent occurrence of mode mixing. Mode mixing results from signal intermittency, which is defined as a signal of a similar scale residing in different IMF components [13] . Such a drawback makes the IMF lack physical meaning and causes serious aliasing in the time-frequency distribution. To alleviate this problem, EEMD (Ensemble empirical mode decomposition) [13] , a major improvement on the EMD method, is applied in this paper.
The EEMD starts by adding white noise m w t into an intermittent tested signal x t and converting it into a new continuous tested signal m x t . Then, decomposing the tested signal m x t by EMD, the mode mixing can be eliminated due to that the white noise m w t distributes the whole time-frequency space uniformly. However, white noise will remain in each IMF. White noise has a unique property that allows it to cancel itself out; hence, a timespace ensemble mean is applied here. Therefore, the tested signal is decomposed repeatedly by adding in different white noises, and the ensemble means of the corresponding IMFs are acquired as the final IMFs. After the IMFs from EEMD are obtained, the instantaneous amplitude and frequency can be computed by applying HT to each IMF [6] 
C. Proposed Breakthrough Detection Method
Generally speaking, the medullary cavity in human bone, which is filled with soft yellow marrow, is surrounded by dense strong cortical bone as illustrated in Figure 6 [2] . The drill bit is performed on dense strong cortical bone along the soft yellow marrow during bone drilling surgery. Thus, the breakthrough of bone during bone drilling surgery can be detected by monitoring the equivalent mechanical impedance of bone.
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As mentioned in the previous subsection, the equivalent mechanical impedance of bone can be determined from (4) and DC (0Hz) transduction matrix due to the DC drilling motor. However, the bone has inhomogeneous organic nature. It is hard to detect the breakthrough point precisely by monitoring the equivalent mechanical impedance only in a single frequency. Therefore, a small amplitude sinusoidal signal in the specific frequency is injected into the reference velocity command * L t shown in Figure 2 as
where a is a small constant value usually set as 1~2% of * L t to maintain the characteristic of the bone drilling system; f denotes the specific frequency. Consequently, the characteristics of specific frequencies become existent in the electrical signal (voltage and current) of the bone drilling system. In accordance with HHT, the measured electrical signals are analyzed for obtaining the DC signal and 10Hz specific frequency sinusoidal signal. Then, the equivalent mechanical impedances can be calculated via a singlefrequency transduction matrix and provided for breakthrough detection.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The porcine bone demonstrates a good likeness with human bone [15; hence, the proposed breakthrough detection method is validated by the experiment results of drilling porcine bone in this paper. The prototype of the experimental bone drilling system is shown in Figure 1 .
According to (9) , a 10Hz sinusoidal signal is injected into the reference velocity command * L t after 1 sec as depicted in Figure 7 , where the amplitude a is 2% of * L t . Therefore, the characteristic of a specific frequency becomes existent in the corresponding voltage V(t) and current i(t) as shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . Moreover, the corresponding voltage V(t) and current i(t) are extracted and computed by applying the HHT as shown in Figures 10 and 11 ; note that only IMF 5 and the residue are depicted here for brevity. Then, IMF 5 and the residue of the voltage V(t) and current i(t), respectively, are implemented for (2) to compute the equivalent mechanical impedances at the condition of 10Hz and DC. Through monitoring the 10Hz and DC equivalent mechanical impedance, respectively, during the bone drilling process, the experiment results are illustrated in Figure 12 . From Figure 12 (a) , the DC equivalent mechanical impedance rises rapidly after 10 seconds, which indicates that the drill bit is in contact with bone. Afterward, the DC equivalent mechanical impedance dramatically decreases at 24 seconds and 65 seconds, which means that the bone drilling system penetrates the layers of the bone, respectively. The result of the specified frequency signal (10Hz) as shown in Fig. 12 (b) is similar to Fig. 12 (a) . Therefore, the moment of bone breakthrough is detected when second peak occurs in both DC and 10Hz equivalent mechanical impedance. V. CONCLUSION This paper has proposed a new approach for evaluating the equivalent mechanical impedance of the mechanical load of a DC motor without applying conventionally mechanical sensors. The proposed method employs the electrical signal of a DC motor to compute equivalent mechanical impedance based on Chain Scattering Description and Hilbert Huang Transform method. The proposed method was applied to the bone drilling system to detect the moment of bone breakthrough. The idea is to monitor the mechanical impedance of bone, which can establish the mechanism of breakthrough detection. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method can accurately evaluate the moment of bone breakthrough.
